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After the foundational work you've done in the first module, you

will now focus on what makes you unique. Of course it’s important to think

about this yourself, AND it is of immense added value to ask some people

around you what they see. 

What makes me unique?

Do the guided meditation for this module. This specific

meditation is designed to strengthen your self-esteem. 

If you have questions about meditation, check the info

sheet or ask your question in our closed Facebook Group.

STEP 1

STEP 2

Welcome to Module 2

YES, this is pretty scary. AND it will give you knowledge you probably never had

before. The combination of different people’s perspectives, the differences and the

things they have in common, creates a broad perspective of your talents and

strengths, giving you new insights and ideas.

So ... Get your brave on, and GO!

Send the Feedback Questionnaire out to at least 2 or 3

and preferably 5 to 10 people in your network (the

questionnaire is available in English and in Dutch). 

Try to create a group that is diverse, so add some friends,

family members and maybe even one or two trusted

colleagues or a (former) teacher.

The goal is to gather a very broad view on your strengths

and talents that will complement your own perspective.

1.



What makes me unique?

Fill in the Personal Questionnaire below. STEP 3

STEP 4

Read the theory about the Core Quadrant in this workbook

and then fill out the quadrant for your Core Qualities, using all

the information you gathered in this module.

Please fill in this questionnaire to the best of your ability.

As there is no right or wrong answer to any of the questions,

please, do not over think your answers.

Let your intuition do most of the work for you!

THE PERSONAL QUESTIONNAIRE

1 What values are most important to you? How is  that visible in

the things you do and say?

STEP 5

Gather the information from the feedback questionnaires you

send out and create some time & space for yourself to take in

the information.
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3.

2

4

3

What really makes you angry? What do you find unjust?

What genuinely makes you angry? What do you find unjust?

What do you admire in others?
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4.

6

7

5 What compliments do you get most often? 

Are there (other) compliments you would like to get more

often?

In what area(s) do you excel?

8 Which ideals will you always pursue?



What makes me unique?

5.

9

10

11

What is the unique contribution that you can make to the

world? What will be lost without you?

How would you like to be remembered?

Is there something you (secretly) hope to achieve? It’s ok to

think BIG here!
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THE CORE QUALITY QUADRANT

6.

{THEORY BY DANIEL OFMAN}

Daniel Ofmans theory on core quadrants presents a method for

identifying and strengthening your positive characteristics, especially the

once that really define you.

Each core quadrant comprises of four concepts:

one of your core qualities, its pitfall, the challenge it creates

and the behaviour you are  respond to negatively (your 'allergy').

Core Qualities: A core quality is a specific strength, something you are

really good at or for which you are often praised by others. You

yourself may not be fully aware of it though.

You probably feel it is something anyone can do.

It is an inherent quality to your personality that can either be suppressed or

developed, e.g.: decisiveness, considerateness,

courage, orderliness and flexibility.

Pitfalls: A pitfall is 'too much of a good thing'. The positive aspect of your core

quality is exaggerated, turning your strength into a weakness, 

e.g.: helpful becomes meddling; careful becomes fussy; flexible

becomes unstable.  

In other people you can often recognize their core quality in a clearly visible

pitfall, e.g.: someone who acts inflexible may have decisiveness as a core

quality. Someone with an unyielding attitude may be a go-getter at the core.
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7.

Challenges: A challenge is the positive opposite of a pitfall. Having

identified the negative, transformed behaviour (the pitfall), you can start

looking for the challenge, e.g.: in a nagging person, the positive opposite

(the challenge) is patience (the core quality is decisiveness).

And: in a unstable person, the challenge is orderly behaviour (the core

quality is flexibility). The core quality and the challenge are

complementary qualities. 

The objective is to strike a balance between the two. If the challenge is

underdeveloped, the core quality must be improved to find the balance.

For example: It is not necessary to become less decisive, but to develop

more patience, resulting in a patient decisiveness without nagging. Or:

find a balance between flexibility and orderliness.

Allergies: The core qualities can also be used to identify potential conflicts

with the people around you. People tend to be ‘allergic’ to too much of their

own challenge in other people. The allergy is 'too much of a good thing' (the

good thing being your challenge),

as well as the negative opposite of your core quality.

For example: the negative opposite of the core quality decisiveness is

passiveness. Too much patience may also degenerate into passiveness.

The more people are confronted with their own allergy, the greater the risk

that they resolve to their own pitfall. For example: the decisive individual

starts nagging in response to too much passiveness in another individual.
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8.

An example of a core quality quadrant:

When you meet someone who shares your core quality

Most often, you’ll respect each other, but in certain circumstances,

you will turn to your pitfall in relating to each other.

You can easily identify each other's pitfalls.

Learning from the people you meet using the quadrant

When you meet your opposite

Often this results in contempt, characteristic of a situation in which you are

confronted with your allergy. This type of confrontation makes you

vulnerable to your pitfall. Awareness of this may help you to identify your

pitfall and thus prevent you from showing that behaviour.

People are usually allergic to the exaggerated version of what they

themselves need most (their challenge). In other words, you can learn a lot

from people you have a hard time dealing with.
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9.

When you encounter someone whose behaviour you are allergic to 

You may be able to recognize their behaviour as the overstated version of

their core quality. If you look at it from this perspective, you may be able to

help him or her find the core quality behind the pitfall.

If you succeed, their core quality may create a perfect basis of cooperation

with your own core quality.

Fill out the Quadrant below for 2-4 of your ‘core qualities’. Remember that

these are qualities you yourself often don’t really see as qualities, so it might

be helpful to use the input you received in the personal feedback

questionnaire.

Making it tangible!
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10.

This module has been about finding what makes you unique.

You’ve gathered a bunch of helpful information: your own perspective

 and the opinions of the people around you. Especially these outsiders'

perspectives may have given you new insights.

Did you read the same things often?

Was it surprising?

Or did you already know, deep down?

Is anything you read triggering you to look at your possibilities differently?

The Core Quadrant offers a clear and powerful perspective into our

challenges and pitfalls, but maybe the most practical aspect of the

Quadrant is the insights in the way we react to others. Now that you know

your own pitfalls and allergies it’s clear why you respond to certain people

in certain ways. Also, it might have given you that valuable realization that

you can learn a lot from the people you like least...

All combined, the elements of this module create a sharper image of what

motives, beliefs, characteristics and self-image you’ve got stored in the

90% of your iceberg that is hidden below the waterline most of the time.

And as I said before:

YOU DID AN

AMAZING JOB!
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11.

The big challenge to any of us to get acquainted with who we

really are. Finding out what’s inside our own iceberg is one of

the most inspiring, valuable journeys one can take.

The work you’re doing right now might be challenging, scary

and confronting, but I know you’ll benefit from it in years to come,

so keep it up!
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